Cloud Control
Discover the simple way of purchasing and managing cloud
Trustmarque’s Cloud-ESP is a one stop shop to manage and procure your
Microsoft cloud products and services all in one place. It has been specially
designed for the era of cloud computing and digital transformation.

Control Costs

No more multi-year contracts or daunting up-front fees, you can now
reduce risk and control your cloud costs through a Pay-As-You-Go
(PAYG) model – simple, flexible and accessible technology.

Fine Tune IT Security across the Whole Organisation

Simplified security, usage and admin of your cloud across the whole
organisation with single sign-on, supporting organisational Active
Directory accounts integrated to Azure AD, providing password
security and a seamless user experience.

View and Track Cloud Spend Instantly

A dashboard view provides instant visibility of your cloud
consumption and license usage. Monitor your peak spend periods
for greater financial reporting and management, manage automated
spend notifications enabling the true scalability and flexibility of
cloud, identify unallocated licenses to reduce compliance risks and
track spend by department, environment and project.

Access Supported Services

Access to a range of services that can be provisioned in hours not
weeks. Support for services is also straightforward with online access
to our 24/7/365 service desk and managed service capabilities.
“The Scottish Parliament has recently adopted Azure for development, test and
production environments. We had difficulty understanding the component parts of the
spend beyond total spend by week. The Trustmarque Cloud-ESP has changed that,
giving us absolute insight into the spend associated with particular workloads and
components, giving us more confidence to adopt Azure as our Cloud platform.”
Stuart Nicol, Head of Business Applications, The Scottish Parliament

To arrange a demonstration of Trustmarque’s
Cloud-ESP contact us on 0845 2101 500
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Using the power of cloud, we’ve designed a range of packaged managed services to scale ondemand. The support for these services is straightforward with online access to our 24/7/365
service desk and managed service capabilities.

Azure on Demand
For many organisations the initial adoption
of Azure can appear; complex, costly
and can represent a big change for the
business. Trustmarque’s Azure on-demand
service removes uncertainty and gives
organisations more control over their IT.

Disaster Recovery
as a Service
Unexpected disruptions can have far
reaching effects on an organisation; the
impact on your service levels can leave you
unable to meet your customers’ needs,
and service outages can render you noncompliant with industry or government
regulations.
At Trustmarque we simplify Disaster
Recovery for your organisation. With our
Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)
we remove the complexity and cost of
procuring, operating and maintaining a
secondary datacentre.

Back-up as a Service

VM Management

The importance of resilient technology is
understated when it comes to your data,
maintaining systems that cannot meet your
policies, requirements and timeframes
represents a significant risk to your
business. Trustmarque provide a simple
and reliable cloud integrated backup
solution contributing to business continuity
and disaster recovery, a solution that
protects your data and your applications
on your on-premises servers and virtual
machines.

Transforming the business with cloud
technology is top of the CIO’s agenda, but
the ongoing management, maintenance
and optimisation is a significant distraction
for most IT departments. Trustmarque’s
VM management services are designed
to overcome these challenges and ensure
your organisation achieves maximum gains
from Azure, focusing on adding value
to your organisation rather than simply
keeping the lights on.
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